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ABSTRACT

With the objective of interpreting some of the out

standing aspects of the personality of the author Lafcadio 

Hearn, the present research has weighed that author’s cor

respondence and thematic writihg, as well as the reports of 

the biographers. From the whole of the literature has emerged 

a characterization with indications of somewhat well-defined 

personality traits.

Among the various aspects of the personality of Hearn, 

possibly the outstanding was that of the sense of inadeouacy, 

which may have been connected with his feeling of physical 

unattractiveness as well as with his childhood frustrations 

involving the feeling of rejection by parents and society. 

His feeling of inadeouacy may have been es entially a sexual 

one. His frustration on the anal level resulted in such 

fixations a« that on the books vhich offered father-substitutes 

and mother fibres. The sudden removal of these books by his 

aunt was a castrating blow that increased his feeling of 

inferiority. His attitude towards women was one of ideali

zation which put them beyond his reach, thus savin» himself 

the nossibility of the humility of rejection. His association 

of sex with evil, a carry-over from childhood te^chino-, 

resulted in his further avoidance of actual ^evual experience, 

lexnal deiaand1' ami tbe hitternesa connected with their frus

tration are reflected in his writings, which are replete with 



sexual pynbnls, usually a^ncisted v’ith the morbid -nd the 

imnl^^sArit. J'exual relationships were eventually nractised 

only with ’. omen of his imagined own low stature.

Hearn’s maladjustments were reflected in such oualities 

as the morbidity of his writiny, the content of his dre^s, 

and his attitudes towards associates and nhiloso-hies. Hovr- 

ever, his most disorganized periods were surely rational ones, 

and at the worst he was but to a deyree neurotic.

Possibly the very "unusualnessn of Hearn’s mental orga

nization may have resulted in the creation of a recognized 

literature. His general f ’filing of rejection and iraieouacy 

demanded compensation, therefore converting a world of 

phantasy into something acceptable bv the public. Through 

this nrocess what was probably a very ordinary intelligence, 

accompanied by a conscience wei-hed by guilt and the feeling 

of rejection, was put to work in an attempt to cain recogni

tion. Thus his ecro was saved from disaster.
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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Since the year 1884, when Lafcadio Hearn’s first book 

was published by the James R. Osgood Company, there has been 

curiosity on the part of many readers concerning the person

ality of the author. With meager but sensational facts 

available, there has prevailed a popular tendency to condemn 
Hearn’s behavior without analyzing the conditions out of 

which it grew. Surface manifestations of a bizarre quality 

have appealed to the appetites of the curious. And though 

the few biographers have presented an acceptable character

ization of Hearn, they have rarely attempted to find causative 

factors behind the man’s behavior.

Normally any scientific approach to personality should 

involve interpretations from standardized personality tests; 

however, in the absence of such data on a subject long dead, 

literary and psychological interpretation is a necessity. The 

purpose of this study, therefore, is to present some aspects 

of Lafcadio Hearn’s personality, as reflected in his own works 

and in the writings of those who knew him, and to reveal 

biographical facts that contributed to this individual’s 

behavior.

In treating a personality somewhat given to thinking 

in patterns of logic-tight compartments, there is frequently 
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a tendency towards Isolating clear-cut examples of source

effect, as if they stand alone in reality. Thus Hearn’s 

biographers have tended to account for certain personality 

qualities by attributing them to Isolated incidents in his 

early life. A ctually, in the realm of behavior probably no 

single response may be attributed to a certain Isolated 

stimulus: man’s action Is a result of all his Inter-related 

experiences. Therefore this study attempts to emphasize 

occurrences that may have been more influential in shaping 
Hearn’s personality. Aware of Gordon W. Allport’s definition 

of personality as "the dynamic organization within the 

Individual of those psycho-physical systems that determine 

his unique adjustments to his environment,the researcher 

hopes that the singling out of these seemingly more 

significant aspects does not minimize the importance of 

Hearn’s whole Interacting experience.

^Gordon W. Allport, Personality: A Psychological 
Interpretation, 48.



CHAPTER II

CONTRIBUTING- LITERATURE: ITS VALUE AND 
THE PROCEDURE OF ITS USE

The personality of Lafcadlo Hearn, though revealed. 

In certain of Its aspects by his biographers, appears most 

accurately reflected In his own published, writings. The 

legend, that associated. Itself with Hearn during his life
time served, to Influence those who wrote of him to the 

extent that Inaccuracies cloud the over-all picture. Though 

several very good studies exist, they tend to be biographies 

of event rather than causations-events-emotlons, et cetera. 

Furthermore, most of Hearn’s biographies tend to be quite 

saturated with the projected personalities of the biographers. 

Therefore one discovers more of Hearn’s personality in his 

own letters, sketches, and fiction than In the biographers’ 

reflections.

In Hearn’s works one may see a frequent reflection of 

autobiographical fact. Among the most revealing of his 

products Is Shadowings, which recalls many significant child
hood experiences. The essay "Nightmare-touch" interprets 

his fear of darkness; "idolatry" Inspects his path of escape 

from a suppressing home atmosphere to a world of phantasy, 
peopled by Greek gods; "Gothic Horror" describes his intense 

fear of a church.
The forementioned writings are all deeply introspective. 
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manifesting a type of self-analysis that reveals the writer’s 

recognition of some of the causes for his own maladjustment. 

However, most of Hearn’s self-interpretations are veiled In 

an air of mysticism. Many basic contributions to maladjust

ment are veneered with strange qualities that are in them

selves Indications of deviation from "normalcy.'•

Besides Hearn’s own writings as source material, much 

Information concerning his childhood was obtained from 

Lafcadlo Hearn, by Nina H. Kennard. Three volumes of his 

most revealing letters have been collected by Hearn’s friend 

Elizabeth Blsland under the title The Life and Letters of 

Lafcadlo Hearn. In Lafcadlo Hearn’s Early American Days, 

Edward L. Tinker treats Hearn’s life In New Orleans. 

Reminiscences of Lafcadlo Hearn, by Setsuko Koizumi, his 

wife, and Father and I, by Kazuo Koizumi, his eldest son, 

reveal much concerning the author’s home life In Japan. In 

Letters from the Raven, Milton Bronner presents communica

tions from Hearn while he lived In New Orleans. There Is, 

in addition, a large quantity of periodical material which 

reveals bits of Hearn’s biography.

In assembling and Interpreting the psychological sig

nificance of this material an attempt has been made to refrain 
as much as possible from projecting Into it the writer’s own 

personality. However, as an undertaking of this character 

Is a matter of personal interpretation. It Is bound there
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fore to be reflective of the researcher as well as the sub

ject. Therefore, with this and. other limitations In mind, 

one hopes that this study has contributed to a greater 

degree of understanding of the personality of Lafoadlo 

Hearn.



CHAPTER III

LAFCADIO HEARN: BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

One of the most interesting writers of the period 
1875 to 19041 was Lafcadio Hearn, unstable son of the Ionian 

Archipelago, withdrawn and sensitive product of an Irish 
soldier father and Maltese mother. Born in Santa Maura (the 

ancient Leuoadia of the Greeks) on June 2?> 1850, Hearn was 

early cast by environmental conditions into an uncomfortable 

pattern of misadjustment.

^Edward Larooque Tinker, Lafcadio Hearn*s American 
Days, source of all dates and corresponding events, unless 
otherwise noted.

2Nina H. Kennard, Lafcadio Hearn, 10-12.

At the age of two, Hearn and his mother were taken to 

Dublin and left in the care of relatives, while the father 

continued military services in the West Indies. The emotion

ally unstable mother soon became so miserable in the environ

ment of unfamiliar customs, unsympathetic relatives, unintel

ligible language, and dank climate that she abandoned her 

family to elope with her cousin. She was never again heard 
or.* 2

During the next eleven years, 1852 to 1863* Hearn was 

left mostly in the care of his aunt, Mrs. Brenane, in Dublin. 

On September 9, 1863, he was enrolled at St. Cuthbert’s 

College, Ushaw, near Durham, England. He remained at this
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Roman Catholic School until 1868, when he was eighteen years 

old. After six years, during which socialization had pro
gressed vei*y slowly, Hearn withdrew from St. Cuthbert’s and 

the Influence and financial support of Mrs. Brenane. In an 

attempt at escape he first went to Yvetot, France, fled back 

to London, where he lived with his aunt’s former parlor maid 

for a few months, then sailed for New York, where he lived in 

extreme poverty until 1871.

In Cincinnati, In 1872, after wandering from place to 

place seeking employment, Hearn summoned courage to approach 

John Cockerlll, managing editor of the Cincinnati Enquirer. 

He went Into the office, Cockerlll relating the Incident thus: 

a quaint, dark-skinned little fellow.,., wearing glasses 
of great magnifying power and bearing with him evidence 
that Fortune and he were scarce on nodding terms.

When admitted, In a soft, shrinking voice he asked 
If I ever paid for outside contributions. I Informed 
him that I was somewhat restricted In the matter of 
expenditures, but that I would give consideration to 
what he had to offer. He drew from under his coat a 
manuscript, and tremblingly laid It on my table. Then he stole away like a distorted brownie....0

Hearn’s public literary career began at this time, and 

during the next three years he daily sat In the corner of 
Colonel Cockerlll1s office and wrote. Cockerlll says that 

he would sit hour after hour, "his prominent eyes resting as 

close to the paper as his nose would permit...." His eyes 

were a great trouble, one being "bulbous, and protruded

3Ibld., 74-5.
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farther than the other. He was sensitive as a flower. An 

unkind word from anybody was as serious to him as a cut 
4 

from a whiplash.... ■

In 1875 Hearn transferred to another Cincinnati 

paper, the Commercial, where he remained until October, 

1877, when, his restless nature sent him to New Orleans. 

In post-Clvll War New Orleans, Hearn again knew poverty, for 

he did not obtain work unt11 June, 1878, and then at a small 

salary. However, during his ten-year stay In that city he 

gradually Improved his economic status and gained more rec

ognition through his published works. With Improved social 

status did not come a higher self-esteem: Hearn remained an 

escapist,finding humanity and the world In general Increas

ingly unacceptable. His fleeing them appears In reality a 

rejection of himself.

Therefore, when the New Orleans that had at first 
enthralled him became, through projection, a city of con- 

nlvers and crooks, Hearn again left the familiar to plunge 

Into a different culture—that of the West Indies. From 1887 

to 1890 he spent most of his time In those tropic Islands, 

where he had a commission to do sketches for Harper^.

On March 6, 1890, Hearn left for Japan, where he spent 

the remainder of his life. This route of escape was to a

4Ibld., 75.
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degree successful, as it contributed to him a wife and 

eventually children. Apparently the added status lent by a 

family, the Increased economic security offered by teaching 

and the sale of writing, and the lessened feeling of personal 

Inferiority prompted by a Japanese environment—all favor

ably altered Hearn1s concepts, though the man showed marked 

signs of maladjustment until his death, September 26, 1904.



CHAPTER IV

ATTRIBUTE TO MALADJUSTMENT: THE FEELING OF INADEQUACY 
AND ITS ETIOLOGY

Possibly the outstanding characteristic of the person

ality of Lafcadlo Hearn was his feeling of Inadequacy—a 

quality which shaped his behavior as did no other force; an 

essence seen reflected positively In the negativity of his 

everyday actions and negatively In the positivity of his 
literature. This Inadequacy may be considered a wet cover

ing thrown over the fire of genius, or It may be thought of 

as a catalytic agent which produced through compensation a 
genius^ not originally there. Whatever the explanation may 

be, the product was of a degree of merit, and was a reward 

for the deviousness of Its Instigation.
Hearn's feeling of Inadequacy was of early formulation 

and deep root, and may largely have been based In his sense 

of rejection by his guardians and by those with whom he had 

early contact, and In his feeling of physical unattractive

ness.

When he was two, Lafcadlo and his mother were brought 
to Ireland and left with his father's relatives. While the 

father continued his career as an officer In the British army, 
the mother, left with her scrawny child to the mercies of a 

strange Dublin and a religion and language she could not

^"Genius" Is not here used In the psychological sense.
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understand, soon became psychotic and eventually abandoned 

her family. In later life Hearn reported that he remembered 

only vaguely his mother, and could recall seeing his father 

only five times. "He never caressed me; I always felt afraid 

of him. He was rather taciturn, I think. The one kind act 

I remember on his part was a long letter written to me from 
2 

India....*

After his mother abandoned her family and left Ireland, 

Hearn was turned over to his grandaunt Mrs, Brenane, a rigid 

religious zealot. To the boy she offered a rich culture In 

which the germs of maladjustment thrived. Her morallsm and 

determination to drive her charge towards spiritual perfection 

were damaging to the developing personality. Rarely did she 

furnish affection for the boy, but usually Ignored him, or 
sometimes referred to him as *the child." His unsatisfied 

need of love and his general frustration during the anal 
level reacted In an anal fixation on a collection of books 

of Oriental and classical religion and art. He became at

tached to the father substitutes and mother figures offered 

by pictures of Greek gods and goddesses, and for a time

^Henry Tracy Kneeland, "Lafcadlo Hearn's Brother," 
Atlantic, CXXXI (January, 1923), 24.

3Lafcadlo Hearn, "Nightmare Touch," Shadowings, 238. 
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escaped, the sterility of his environment. Upon discovering 

his passionate interest in the books, Mrs. Brenane told him 

that he had been sinful, and took them away. He had little 

idea of the meaning of "sin}? thinking it might be associated 

with "Ghost," as in the Trinity. When she returned the books, 

they were censored, with shirts or trousers drawn over the 

bodies of the gods and goddesses. The mutilation of these 

figures was deeply disturbing to Hearn, as it probably repre

sented castration to him. His power, or sexual substitution 

found in the books, and more specifically in the pictures, 

was destroyed. This action further defined his dislike for
4 his aunt and for what he later thought was Christian prudery.

Hearn1s hatred for his aunt was not confined solely to 

her, but eventually found displacement in the Roman Catholic 

Church. Against that church he came to express a bitterness 

that resembled an obsession. Elizabeth Bisland, his official 

biographer, says that this hatred was aroused perhaps by 

...those in authority over him in boyhood driving him, 
by too great an insistence, to revolt. He was pro
foundly convinced that the church, with its far-reaching 
hand and persistent memory, had never forgotten his 
apostasy, nor failed to remind him of the fact from time 
to time. This conviction remained a dim and threatening 
shadow in the background of his whole life; and to all 
who remonstrated on this subject his only reply was, ■You don’t know the Church as I do."4 5

4 
Harrison Smith, "Blind in One Eye," Saturday Review 

of Literature, XXIX (April 20, 1946), 19-20.
5 
Elizabeth Bisland, The Life and Letters of Lafcadio 

Hearn, 33-4.
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Another factor In Hearn’s hatred, for the Roman 

Catholic Church may be that the church was in early years 

a father-figure. That the church had d.1 eappointed, him was 

a slap of rejection.

To Hearn’s pre-adolescent fear of the church may be 

traced a phobia whicn disturbed, him throughout much of his 

life. An intense fear occurred when he encountered, figures 

resembling the Gothic arch, either in architecture or sugges

ted. by nature. Not until his thirty-eighth year did. he gain 

insight into the cause of his anxiety. While looking at 

some palm trees in the West Indies, he had. a sudden feeling 

of terror. The trees seemed, to summon an overwhelming 

anxiety long buried in strata below the conscious. After 

some time he concluded that the fear was associated with 

"some old cathedral-memory revived by the vision of those
■ 6 giant trunks uprising into the gloom." The meeting of the 

arching fronds of two palm crests reminded him of the Gothic 

arches of a church. Apparently his fear of the church, with 

which he had unhappy childhood associations, was concentra

ted in the dread of tall doorways, roof ribbings and groin- 

ings, the fa9ade of the organ, and more specifically in the 

Gothic arch. "Those pointsl... I could not have otherwise 

explained the matter: I only knew that I was afraid of the 
7

’points.1" That the Gothic arch is the mother’s sexual * 7 

^Hearn, "Gothic Horros," Shadowings, 220.

7Ibid., 214.
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symbol may add. deeper meaning to Hearn’s fear of these 

figures,

Mrs. Brenanrfs constant threat of an avenging God 

festered the neurotic feeling of Insecurity that had grown 

from lack of affection In the household. According to Hearn, 

In his "Nightmare-1ouch,l* his grandaunt’s threat was coupled 

with nightly confinement to sleep by himself in a narrow 

Isolated room that had only one tall window. The room con

tained a fireplace In which no fire was allowed, and he had 
been conditioned to think the chimney "haunted." Locked in 

the room, he was terrified by Imagined monsters lurking In 
., , . 8the darkness.

They were not like any people that I had ever known. 
They were shadowy dark-robed figures, capable of atro
cious self-distortion,—capable, for instance, of grow
ing up to the celling, and then across It, and then 
lengthening themselves, head downwards, along the op
posite wall. Only their faces were distinct.,.. I 
tried also in my dreams—or thought that I tried—to 
awaken myself from the sight of them by pulling at my 
eyelids with my fingers.,.. Many years afterwards, the 
frightful plates In Orflla's Tralte des Exhumes, beheld 
for the first time, recalled to me with a sickening 
start the dream terrors of childhood.9

Following these night terrors, the child usually 

screamed until a light was brought to his room. This

Q
Hearn, "Nightmare-touch," Shadowings, 238-9.

9Ibld., 241.
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behavior was Judged by his guardian to be a "mental disorder 
requiring severe treatment."^ Treatment usually Involved 

further confinement•

The Ideals hie aunt attempted to set for Hearn were 

severe and beyond his comprehension or capacity to attain. 

His early history was not one of Idealism-frustration- 

demoralization, as it Is doubtful that he pursued the myth 

of Idealism until much later In life. Rather he had a 
hatred for Idealism, and his grandaunt’s "proper way of do

ing things." Her attempt to mold him Into a confining 

pattern resulted In rebellion that lasted well beyond the 

normal negatlvistio years. His was a lifetime of revolt.

At thirteen Hearn was enrolled In St. Cuthbert’s* a 

Roman Catholic college at Ushaw, near Durham, England. 

Indications are that the seeds of neuroticism, so efficiently 

fertilized and cultivated by his zealot aunt, bore full 

fruition during Hearn’s adolescent years at college. Revolt 

against Mrs. Brenane was transferred to one against the 

Institution, "where the education system chiefly consists In 

keeping the pupils as Ignorant as possible.Though this 

may be a "sour grapes* rationalization suggesting a feeling 

of inadequacy to cope with the school situation. It more 
likely Indicates a displacement of attitude towards his aunt.

10Ibld., 238.
l^Kneeland, op. cit., 23. 
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One discovers at this stage a channelization of energy Into 

activities which Indicate such to be true. His schoolmates 
12 report that he was "given to tormenting the Instructors," 

probably not only a device whereby a physically weal boy 

could gain status with his schoolmates, but also a displace

ment of his hostility towards Mrs. Brenane.

If Hearn was a rebel during his early years at St. 

Cuthbert's, he had more Justification for being one when he 

left, for he had in the meantime suffered the loss of an eye, 

a traumatic experience that may have been, with the consequent 

sense of castration, disfigurement, and Inferiority, the most 

unwholesome Influence to his personality. Indications are 

that Hearn had long been uncomfortably aware of his racial 

difference from his play- and schoolmates In Ireland and 

England. This feeling of Inferiority was greatly Intensified 

by the sense of physical unattractiveness that plagued him 

after losing the eye when a rope was released while playing 
a game known as "giant's stride." As Hearn likely suffered 

severe myopia from birth,the work thrown on his weak 

remaining eye by the labors of his later years kept him in 

fear of complete loss of sight. In reading and In writing 

he used a glass so large and heavy as to require Its being

12Kennard, Lafcadio Hearn, M-.

13Ibld., ^8.
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mounted, on a handle. He held. It to hie eye like a lorgnette.
1/l

For distant observation he carried a small telescope. His 

son describes Hearn's appearance as being fierce, because of 

his bad eye. "When it was widely opened, it seemed half of 

his face became an eye. It was a very strange, popping eye... 
and the bad eye would shine like a silvery fish eye,*^

That there was actual cause for a feeling of physical 

unattractiveness, but that Hearn did not pursue a compensa

tory personal cleanliness is attested to by Colonel John W.

Fairfax, Hearn's first employer upon hie reaching New Orleans.

Colonel Fairfax says of Hearn,

You see, Hearn was a most unprepossessing object at 
first sight. That odd rolling eye of his was the only 
thing you could see at first—enormous, protruding. 
After you got used to that eye, you saw that his other 
features were very good, and his face refined. But in 
addition, when he first presented himself he was miser
ably dressed..and even his hands were grimy and his nails black,16

1^Jean Temple, Blue Ghost,10.

■^Kazuo Koizumi, Father and I; Memories of Lafcadio
Hearn, 8. ""

■^Ethel Hutson, "Hearn's Cartoons," Sketch Book, xviii.

17Ibid., xix.

Just the other day my wife was recalling the time he 
first came to dinner. Dressed in a blue coat, linen 
trousers, his coat buttoned up to the throat to hide 
his shirt—"Wasn't he an odd sight?" said-my wife. And 
shy? Why, that first meal he Just sat and crumbled his bread—would scarcely eat a mouthful.1' * 17
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In later life Hearn’s terrifying feeling of inadequacy 

was to thwart him constantly. He expressed fear of even the 

most remote possibility of rejection. After becoming noted 

as a writer he had such a fear of business transactions that 

he often burned letters from his publishers without reading 

them. In a letter to his friend Captain McDonald he com

plains that

The mere idea of business is a horror, a nightmare, 
a torture unspeakable. The moment I think about busi
ness, I wish that I had never been born. I assure you 
truthfully that I would rather burn a five-hundred 
dollar bill than invest it,—because, having burned it, 
I could forget all about it, and trust myself to the 
mercy of the gods.... I wish that all business in the 
world could be Instantly destroyed.18

There is little exaggeration expressed in the senti

ments of this letter. Hearn’s association with people in 

business or otherwise had usually been unfortunate: friend

ships had often fared well until he turned a myopic eye of 

suspicion to them. With a paranoid questioning of the 

motives underlying his friends’ attentions, Hearn often 

crushed their friendship. While he was capable of tenderness 

to a fallen moth in his garden, he was also guilty of writing 

abusive letters to his publishers and to his former friend 

Dr. Gould of Philadelphia; though a mosquito could sting him 

persistently and its life be spared, schoolboys playing near 

hi h Tokyo garden elicited shouts of abuse. Actually he

^Syera McWilliams, Lafcadio Hearn, 378.
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desired, human love and acceptance so badly that he felt the 

slightest hint of rejection as crushing. Therefore in 

guarding against the slightest personal injury Hearn, in 

his relations with people, expressed an element of sadism 

and strong leanings towards paranoid behavior. He had faith 

in few, including himself.

In a letter written to the music critic Krehbiel, in 
1877, Hearn confesses his inadequacies in relation to people. 

He says,

I have been a demophobe for years,—dread crowds and 
hate unsympathetic characters most unspeakably. I have 
only been once to a theatre in New Orleans;—to hear 
Patti sing, and I got out after she had sung one song. 
I can't be much of a pleasure to anyone. Here I visit 
a few friends steadily for a couple of months;—then I 
disappear for six. Can't help it; Just a nervous con
dition that renders effort unpleasant.19

This admission of his own dread of people is signifi

cant in that it follows a history of withdrawal and escape 

that has progressed by devious route from Ireland to New 

Orleans. Hearn's simple explanation that his is "Just a 

nervous condition that renders effort unpleasant" shows an 

Interesting lack of self-analysis. His environment and the 
resulting behavior had not reached the degree of " abnormality" 

to preclude some estimation of the conditioning factors in 

his own behavior. Though any self-analysis of his behavior

^ibid. i 192.
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was surely colored, by rationalization, deeper self account 

Ings were made In other of his writings.

Hearn's son says that In his father's dealing with 

people, his emotional Instability was often given wrathful 

vent. His desire for others to suffer his own fate of 

castration was expressed in such statements as, "I1!! slap 
(cut) off your headI"

20Kazuo Koizumi, op. clt., 11.
21Ibld.. 157

When he got angry, he would turn pale and exclaim, 
"I’ll elap off your head!" or, "I’ll cut off your 
head!" It was his habit, at night, to place an old- 
fashioned big pistol under his pillow. In Tennessee, 
he saw a man dig out the eyeballs of an Innocent 
little kitten and throw It away. When he saw this 
his anger was beyond control, so he fired several 
shots after the fellow and regretted afterwards that the shots went wild,20 21

The man who slept with a horse-pistol at night and 

often wore In his stocking during his daylight walks a
21_long white-handled razor x (both pistol and razor being 

phallic symbols necessary to substitute for his own castra 

tlon), was extremely sensitive to the attitudes of others.

His son tells of an Incident in a hotel where his family 

was registered.

One night I woke up and heard people talking In 
loud voices. Something had happened. Hotel people 
came to apologize. At daylight my parents were still 
angry over something and left the hotel. I learned 
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later that, about midnight, mother overheard people 
at the hotel counter saying, "Squeeze all you can out 
or those foreigners and make them get out by the 
festival day—Nah?" She told father and he was so 
provoked that he called up the proprietor, settled the bill, and got out as fast as we could,22

22Ibid., 7^.

^McWilliams, og. cit., 253.

If Hearn felt himself unequal to the task of facing 

fellow human beings, he also reflected a doubt about his 

capability in the field into which he escaped—writing. 

In a letter from St. Pierre to Henry Alden, he says that 

he is certain he has no creative talent nor ability for 

writing,

I cannot write a story.... What is needed is the 
expression of real life, human life. That I know I 
shall never be able to give. Real life is something 
I spend my whole existence in trying to get away from 
as far as possible. This is perhaps morbid,—a sign 
of defective organization; but it is part of my nature 
and cannot change or modify; it becomes more marked and positive each year,2^

This is a confession on the part of Hearn of his 

own "abnormality," He had shortcomings in his relation

ships with people, so he could not write of "real life," 

Chita, his first longer fictional work, was interesting 

though unreal. His description of the wrath of a great 

hurricane that battered Last Island was effective; his 

analysis of the two characters who were drowned rung un

true. Therefore his path of escape must lead away from 

human personalities. As he could not win them, he must 
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avoid, them. He began to search for the details of beauty 

In natural things, of bizarre occurrences, and ghostly 

tales. He wrote of the observable In nature and the un

observable In his world of phantasy. These writings, which 

are thought to be very well done, offered strength to an 

undernourished ego. Escape to the realm of phantasy offered 

by literature was salvation to a man who could not face 

relationship with real people.



CHAPTER V

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND THE FEELING OF INADEQUACY

Though Hearn epent a frustrating childhood under the 

rigid supervision of women, his antagonism towards these 

early keepers was never directly transferred to the other 

women of his life. The bitterness against Mrs. Brenane 

and the fear of Cousin Jane were of deep import, but ap

parently confined to their sources. If anything, the rigid 

discipline of his uninspiring guardian evoked an escape 

into the sensuous in an intensified world of phantasy. 

Books on mythology at first furnished the character in the 

form of the Greek goddess, and an urgent demand-seeking 

converted the goddess into the mother-figure. Absence of 

a real mother intensified the urgency, and the product was 

a phantasy creature of idealised qualities. Hearn said,

I almost believe in the graceful Hellenic anthropo
morphism which worshiped feminine softness and ser
pentine fascination in the garb of Venus Anadyomene.... 
I could almost worship Aphrodite arisen, were there 
another renaissance of the antique paganism....1

1Hearn, Letters From the Raven, 141.

If Hearn’s libldinal interests were directed to 

literary and artistic objectives in his early pre-adoles- 

cence, these reelings were driven further from conscious

ness and were perverted by the sudden removal or his love
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objectives by his aunt. Not only was the removal of his 

books a castrating blow, and. thus one which would, leave the 

brand of sexual Inferiority, but the condemnation of Hearn 

by his aunt—her accusation that he had been evil and lowly— 

contributed a marked feeling of guilt concerning sex. With 

his feeling of sexual guilt and Inadequacy Hearn failed with 

physical maturation to grow closer to women. His lowering 

himself tended to push womankind up onto an unapproachable 

pedestal. And though sordidness was a part of himself, it 

was not of womankind.

With the coming of adolescence, Hearn tended to at

tribute to women In general the Idealised qualities that he 

had bestowed on the goddesses. That, In his eyes, the cloak 

of Idealization fitted women very well may be evidence that 

his feelings of Inadequacy kept him beyond the range of 

vision. He was given to seeking vicarious companionship In 

such sources as the sound of an appealing voice, a fleeting 

glimpse of a woman In a street or park, or a painting that 

revived some imagined memory of a past life. His attach

ment to subjects unaware of his attentions precluded 

necessity of his associating with them face to face. Though 

his admiration was unreturned, there was reward In the 

heightened feeling of self-pity, and a glory In his alone

ness.
One summer evening... In a London park, I heard a 

girl say "Good-Night" to somebody passing by. Nothing 
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but those two little words,—"Good-Night." Who she was 
I do not know: I never even saw her face; and I never 
heard that voice again. But still, after the passing 
of one hundred seasons, the memory of her "Good-Night" 
brings a double thrill Incomprehensible of pleasure and pain.2

As his timidity precluded a great deal of personal 

contact with women, Hearn1s feelings sometimes found such 

outlets as that of his neurotic attachment to a photograph. 

While walking down a Cincinnati street one day, he was 

struck by the picture of a woman In a photographer’s window. 

He became breathless In delight as he gazed at her "dark 

eyes, the aoqulllne curve of her nose, the mouth firm but 

fine." He Imagined that her soul was In some way mysteri

ously connected with his, perhaps in some other life. He 

stood for nearly half-an-hour before the picture, absorbed 

In Its mystery. Though he wanted to enter the shop and ask 

of the keeper the name of the woman, he could not gather 

courage to do so. With some effort he left the showcase 

and sought his old friend Watkln, who also failed to Identify 

the picture. Hearn’s attachment to the face lasted for 

several years, and was dispelled only when he again en

countered the picture in a druggist’s shop in the south. 

This time he managed to ask the shopkeeper whose photo

graph It was. He was astonished to find that his love of

^McWilliams, Lafoadlo Hearn, 48-9.

^Kennard, Lafoadlo Hearn, 71.
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U many years was Rachel, the great tragedienne. 

Hearn’s tendency to build about women mythical 

idealised qualities sometimes led to awkward situations 

when he was forced into social relations with them. During 

his train trip from New York to Cincinnati, soon after his 

arrival in America# . he had no money with which to buy food. 

He had traveled thirty-eight hours without eating, and was 

growing weak with hunger, when a Norwegian peasant girl gave 

him a piece of cheese and brown bread. He had noticed her 

previously during the trip, and had felt that she must be a 
noble "daughter of Gods and Vikings.After he had rave

nously swallowed all the crumbs, he tried in confusion to 

thank her. However, the girl, misunderstanding his thanks 

for insults, deluged him in uncomplimentary Norwegian. 

Abashed, Hearn withdrew to his seat and possibly wished 

himself under instead of in the train,

As Hearn grew older, his relationships with women 

became more personal, though a primary interest in sex was 
often accompanied (perhaps as an expression of rationaliza

tion) by aesthetic undertones. For example, on one occasion 

he and another Commercial reporter visited a house of asslg-

4Ibid., 71-2.

^McWilliams, oj>. cit53•
^Loo. cit.



nation and. agreed, to meet downstairs at a given time. When 

Hearn failed to appear, his friend went up to call him. The 

door to one of the rooms was ajar a few inches, revealing 

Hearn studiously examining the lines of a nude prostitute. 

As she stood under a strong light in the center of the room, 

Hearn slowly circled her, his eye no more than six Inches 

from her body. After some moments he announced, "Yes, in

deed. The Greeks were right1 No line In nature is as 
7 

beautiful as the curve of a woman's hip!" The censor would 

still allow no direct pleasure In sex. It must be disguised 

as an artistic interest.

His supposedly aesthetic or sociological Interest In 

sex was also reflected In his newspaper writings of this 

period. When one night a curly-halred young prostitute was 

brought Into the police station where he was on duty as a 
reporter, Hearn wrote of her as being "Just old enough to 

be wicked. Just Ignorant enough to be stupid, and withal 

good-looking enough to excite compassion for her naughtl- 
o 

ness and Ignorance." However, he went on to say that what 

was then held to be the greatest of social evils was in 

older civilizations cultivated, and woven Into religious 

ritual. He added that, "as the world grew wiser and more
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wicked, the goddess of love and beauty... expired on a 

9 
thousand pale altars."

In Hearn's association with people In general, there 

was a tendency to form more Intimate ties with Individuals 

of a somewhat low cultural level. Thus In New Orleans one 

of his closest friends was Denny Corcoran, a three-hundred 
pound gorilla-like underworld character.* 10 11 Another acquaint

ance was his "Yankee pard," a swindler who helped him open 
the "5-Cent Restaurant," at 160 Dryades Street.11 Among 

women too, most Intimate associations were with those of 

lower socio-economic status, and also of black or yellow 

race. His seeking of companionship among the members of 

the lower levels of society Indicates that here he found a 

degree of status. These people were not above him.

^Loo. cit.

10Ibld., 152-3.
11Ibld.. 122.

Hearn's first known Intimate alliance with a woman 

was with a negro, Althea Foley. In 1871 he took lodgings 

in a run-down Cincinnati neighborhood where both whites and 

negroes lived Intermingled. As he felt uneasy In the com

pany of the white lodgers at the Haslam boarding-house, he 

often went Into the kitchen, where he spent the evenings 

talking to the cook, a cream-complexioned mulatto whose 
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only marked, negroid characteristic was her crisp hair. 

Hearn found. In Althea1 s history a series of hardships com

parable to his own. His pity for her reinforced the sen

suous appeal afforded by her golden brown skin. Furthermore 

his negatlvlstlc qualities dictated a closer relationship 

with her, as Ohio law prohibited inter-racial association. 

Therefore, after three years of close friendship Hearn 

proposed marriage to Althea. By withholding from the clerk 

the fact that he was marrying a Negro, Hearn obtained a 

license. He was married by a colored Episcopal minister. 

Thus, at twenty-four, Hearn defied society In Cincinnati 

and assumed the responsibility of supporting a wife and her 

child Willie, of another alliance.

For three years Hearn lived with Althea Foley, fight

ing with a vitriolic pen the censure of Cincinnati. He wrote 
scathingly about "drawing-room, hot-house etiquette," and 

determined that he would "never give up Althea to satisfy 

the mean-mlndedness of local busybodies." However, by 

188? his ardor had cooled to the point that he was consid

ering separation. When, in the autumn of that year, he 

left Althea, he was saved the trouble of obtaining a divorce, 
13 as according to Ohio law he had never been married.

Probably Hearn’s early idealistic dream of womankind

12Ibld., 70.
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most nearly reached realization In the person of Elizabeth 

Bisland, a young literary writer on the staff of the New 

Orleans Tlmes-Democrat. According to Hearn, Miss Blsland 

was a shy but forceful young girl "who came Into New Orleans 

from the country, and wrote nice things for a paper there, 

and was so kind to a particular variety of savage, that he 
14 could not understand—and was afraid." The opportunity 

for feminine association on a level above the mediocre to 

which he had confined himself was welcome. And though his 

admiration for Miss Blsland was one that Involved more than 

literary appreciation, he thought his feelings could never 

be more than formally revealed. Though he carried on a 

correspondence with her during the remainder of his life, 

not until his latter years did he reveal more of his wor

shipful attitude towards her. In a letter written to Miss 

Blsland In 1890 Hearn says,

What I want to say is that after looking at your 
portrait I must tell you how sweet and Infinitely 
good you can be, and how much I like you.... I might 
say love you,—as we love those who are dead.... I 
do not think you really know how sacred you are; and 
yet you ought to know.... Forgive all my horrid ways, 
my dear, sweet, ghostly sister.

Hearn attributed to Elizabeth Blsland qualities that 

he felt were lacking In himself. He created In this woman 

ten years his Junior a paragon of beauty and virtue, which

13Ibld., 85.

^Kennard, op. clt., 128.
15McWilliams, o£. clt., 263-4. 
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must remain beyond the touch of the barbarian.

Though Eearn constantly cherished memories of a 

woman of the calibre of Elizabeth Bisland, his Intimate 

associations were with women such as colored Althea Foley 

and Japanese Setsuko Koizumi. He had been dominated by the 

Idea that his Inadequacies made union with one of his race 

Improbable. The resulting hostility towards women of the 

white race was accompanied by a seeking of comfort in the 
"inferior" darker types. (He had earlier expressed fasci

nation In the copper-hued ladles of Barataria, who possessed 

"a Beauty that existed In the Tertiary epoch—three hundred 
thousand years ago.")1^ His Identification with "Inferior" 

women demanded rationalized justification. Therefore he 

wrote in admiration of the gentleness and beauty of the 

women of Japan. In comparing them with western women, he 

asked.

In the eternal order of things, which Is the highest 
being, the childish, confiding, sweet Japanese girl, 
or the occidental Circe women of artificial society, 
with their enormous power of evil and their limited capacity for good?1'

In detsuko Koizumi, a twenty-two year old girl of 

Matsue, Japan, Hearn found a woman who possessed the humble

ness and the polite consideration for others that he thought 

typical of her race. In his forty-first year he married her.

^Kennard, op. clt., 129.

17Ibld., 180. 
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possibly without too much concern over the burden of responsi

bility she would offer, as Japanese law did not hold a Japan
ese-British wedding as binding.1®

Hearn's Japanese marriage lent a greater degree of 

stability to his life than possibly any other factor. The 

sense of responsibility that came with a growing family 

required his writing continuously for their support. Conse

quently the practical pursuit of a living and the management 

of children and household servants diverted thought away 

from himself and from the old wells of Introversion. Further

more his family was an anchor to that Japanese civilization 

of little smiling men who were hardly ever critical to one's 

face.

18Ibld.» 182.



CHAPTER VI

SIGNS OF MALADJUSTMENT

I. MORBIDITY

Among the more significant signs of maladjustment 

evident in Hearn’s personality was that of an intense 

morbidity, underlain by a persistent death-wish. Much of 

his writing reflects a Poesque desolation, a tendency 

towards despair, and a feeling of hopelessness. To the 

writer the world was relentlessly cruel: it was therefore 

abstracted in his works in terms of blood and viscera. 

Though in Two Years in the French West Indies tropical 

flowers and the blue Caribbean were reported in terms of 

ecstatic beauty, more often one discovers the crawl of the 
"Bete ne Pie"2 and popping eyeballs in a burning corpse^— 

the symbolization of his own castration and death. With 

Hearn beauty had its moments, but the horrible was supreme. 

Circumstances bestowed a repulsive and Inefficient body on 

a mixed-blooded man; therefore life was bitter and should 

be reported as such. 1 2

1Hearn, Kwaldan; Stories and Studies of Strange 
Things.

2Hearn, Two Years in the French West Indies.

^Hearn, "Violent Cremation," Cincinnati Enquirer, 
November 9, IB?2*1*



Particularly in the New Orleans period did Hearn turn 

to the morbid. His Item writings indicate a predilection 

for death, suicide, and the unwholesome. He wrote In 18?6 

a summary of the outstanding suicides of the year, In which 

he called suicide "an attache of civilization—a lacky that 
k 

dances attendance on refinement."

Luxury and comforts father supposed wants and nourish 
tender passions and delicate sensibilities which the 
rude blasts of practical life chill and blight.... To 
suffer well Is proof of patience, fortitude, and firm
ness; but boldly to seek deliverance from suffering Is 
the office of courage.5

In the Item for September 8, 1880, Hearn was particu

larly concerned about the number of murders then being com

mitted in New Orleans. Under the heading "The Indignant 

Dead" appeared an unappetizing report on local murder

techniques and a statistical report which Indicated that 

three hundred and three persons were murdered In New Orleans 
and vicinity In the period 1870 to 1880,6

Preoccupation with death colors most of his writing 

of that period. Furthermore one senses a tone of morbid 

enjoyment in the association of sexual symbols with the un

pleasant, as in the following selection:

McWilliams, Lafcadlo Hearn, 85.

5ibld., 85-6.
6Hearn, "The Indignant Dead," New Orleans Item, 

September 8, 1880.
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It Is rather ghostly to have death in the midst of life 
as we have it In New Orleans;—Our bat-haunted prisons 
and our ruined cemeteries... are hideous Golgothas.... 
Here it (horroij glares at us with empty sockets.

The tombs are fissured, or have caved in, or have 
crumbled down into shapeless masses of brick and mortar;— 
the plaster, falling away betrays the hollow mockery of 
the frail monuments;—the vases are full of green water 
and foulness;—the flowers dying in their coffins of 
glass;—the crawfish undermine the walls to fatten upon 
what is hidden within;—and instead of birds, the tombs 
are haunted by lizards.7

Men were evil, and their Just destinies were mortifi

cation in the dank, foul New Orleans cities of the dead, 

Hearn was unworthy of life, so death promised a mysterious 

realm of escape,

Hearn seems to have acquired an unhealthy callousness 

about anything loathsome enough to appeal to his bizarre ap

petite. His Item articles were filled with the type of 

morbidity indicated in the following paragraph, appearing 

August 10, 1879?

The Lafayette Courier has been making a fuss about 
a medical student who dug up a Cincinnati belle from 
her last resting place and made a pair of good comfort
able slippers out of her opaline skin. Perhaps some 
time in the twentieth century all this sort of squeam
ishness will have died out; and people will begin to 
utilize human skin instead of condemning it to rot use
lessly in the ground. It might be put to a variety of uses,®

1879

7Hearn, “Whited Sepulchres," New Orleans Item, 
September 9» 1880.

o
Hearn, "Odds and Ends," New Orleans Item, August 10,
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By August 24, 1879, Hearn1 s feelings had. reverted, to 

the suicidal, a state that often occurred during spells of 

bad weather.

^Ibid., August 24, 1879*
■^Hearn, "La Douane," New Orleans Item, December 2,

The recent gloomy weather caused much physical depres
sion, and probably accounts for the suicides which 
took place the other day. Suicides seldom occur on 
cheerful, bright days; and probably the commission of 
crime is influenced to no small degree by climatic 
changese9

In the December 2, 1878, issue of the Item Hearn 

referred to the then unfinished Customs House at the foot 

of Canal Street in the following terms:

So weirdly does it seem to hint of Death and the Past 
that one cannot help wondering why its corridors are 
not hypogea and its offices filled with mummies. With
out, in sooth, its very shape is ominous. It is, 
despite its windows and entrances, its pilasters and 
niches, a huge sarcophagus of granite. Its form is 
funex&l; and against the dismal immensity of its ex
terior, the openings in its walls seem but as carvings upon some ancient stone coffin.10

Though Hearn saw this building as a necropolis, one 

doubts that most people who are today acquainted with the 

Customs House find it even depressing.

That morbidity was not merely a literary style 

veneer intended to shock the public, and thereby attract 

attention to himself, but was also an adjunct to his deep- 

seated death-wish, is indicated throughout his works. Only

1879
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In death would he be released from the bonds of Inadequacy 

and gain the freedom of the gods. "Reason deludes; feeling 

deludes; all the senses delude. But there Is no delusion 
whatever In the certain knowledge of that night to come."^1

II. DREAM CONTENT

Not only In the self-reflection of his essays, but 
also In his dreams, do we see the man who longed for "a 

night never to be broken by any dawn,—a stillness never to
12be broken by any sound." In recording one of his dreams,

Hearn says,

...I was an Insect—some timid, many-llmbed, articulated 
creature with antennae,—shrinking from the light,— 
dwelling In the crevice of a wall.... The thoughts, 
the memories of a man were mine; yet I was conscious of 
strange Impulses within me,—Irresistible, unreasoning. 
Incomprehensible,—which ruled my life. I knew a sense 
of fear,—Inexplicable, perpetual;—fear of shadows and 
of shapes,—fear of lights and darkness unexplored,— 
fear of sounds,—fear of vibrations....

I fell and continued to fall,—sometimes rolling, 
sometimes rebounding.... For hours, for days, did I 
seem to fall. Then a sudden shook of stoppage In dust,- 
old dust of dead men!1-?

We see here reflected sexual frustration and anxiety, 

insect-like inferiority and insecurity, and the usual mor

bidity.

On another occasion Hearn dreamed.

^McWilliams, ojd. cit., 404.

12Hearn, Kotto, 73• 

13McWllliams, os. cit.. 175-6.
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I was a dead, man;—I saw my corpse in the hands of 
the Washers of the Dead....

Grey with bloodlessness it was, and gaunt, and 
seemed to me singularly long... there was no death
rigour; —the flaccid limbs yielded unresistingly to 
the touch of the hands that sponged....

They laid me in an immense pillared bed—black as a 
catafalque; they drew a vast sheet up to my chin;—they 
placed lighted candles about the sombre couch. Then 
they departed; and the watchers came.

I resolved to listen carefully to whatever the 
watchers might say....

But they did not speak of me at all... [but] watched 
each other with the fixed stare of terror—none presumed 
to speak. One by one they arose... and stole away on 
tiptoe. I was left alone with the solemnity and the 
vague fear of my dead, self, and the fear increased its power against me....1*

As Hearn recorded these dreams they seem an accurate 

reflection of several obvious personality traits, and in 

particular an expression of the death-wish. The feeling of 

personal insignificance and rejection is so intense as to 

be thought unconquerable even in death, for the dead

watchers reject him. And the feeling of helplessness 
characteristic of his life may be seen in the"flaccid limbs" 

yielding "unresistingly to the touch of the hands that 

sponged."

Yet the man who was so preoccupied with death pre

tended at times to be little concerned with it. He told 

his wife that, "There will be no need of announcing my 

death. If any one asks, reply,’Oh, he died some time ago!1
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That will be quite proper.ul5

in. idealism-frustration-demoralizahon

That Hearn’s history was not one of continuous mor

bidity and depression is evidenced in occasional light
hearted essays, such as "Do Not Think Like That,"1^ in 

which consideration of the feelings of other people is ex

pressed. In addition there are sketches of West Indian and 

Japanese life and scenery that reflect an accord with 

environment that on the surface appears to be wholesome. 

However, deeper analysis reveals an intensity of hopefulness 

and degree of idealism that appear abnormal in the light of 

the tone of consequent articles. Though there are no indica

tions of a manic-depressive insanity, one does observe a 

recurring cycle of Idealism-frustration-demoralization 

present to a neurotic degree.

The uncomplimentary concept Hearn held of himself 

not only resulted in self-hostility, but helped foster a 

persistent ideal-seeking in other people, in new philoso

phies, and in remote places. Each new philosophy, as it 

arose, temporarily enthralled him. Upon his becoming 

adquainted with Herbert Spencer’s First Principles, he at

^Setsuko Koizumi, Reminiscences of Lafoadio Hearn, 7^* 

16Hearn, "Do Not Think Like That," The Golden Book 
Magazine, III (April, 1926), 503.
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once accepted. In whole the tenets expressed,. in the same 

way did. he become absorbed. In Buddhism. Remote cities and 

cultures always promised a more perfect culture than the 

one he was then In, as Is exemplified In his enthusiastic 
letters to Mr. Watkln, "Have wild theories about Japan.

■I Q 
Splendid field In Japan.... Climate just like England,"

On another occasion he wrote, "If I could only become a 

Consul at Bagdad, Algiers, Ispahan, Benares, Samarkand, 

Hippo, Bangkok, Nlnh-Blnh—or any part of the world where 
ordinary Christians do not like to go."1? But Invariably 

each venture so enthusiastically undertaken soon resulted

In frustrating disappointment, and eventual demoralization.

The ideals he built In his mind did not prove true. That 

perfection is a myth apparently never occurred to him: he 

had searched for It on three continents by the time of his 
death In 1904.

"Oh! the first vague charm, the first sunny Illusion 
of some fair city,—when vistas of unknown streets all 
seem leading to the realization of a hope you dare not 
even whisper;—when even the shadows look beautiful, 
and strange fa$ades appear to smile good omen through 
light of gold! And those first winning relations with 
men, while you are still a stranger, and only the better 
and the brighter side of their nature Is turned to you! 
All Is yet a delightful, luminous Indefiniteness,— 
sensations of streets and men,—like some beautifully 
tinted photograph slightly out of focus....

■^Kennard, Lafcadlo Hearn, 139.
18Ibld.. 13?.

"L^bialand, Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn, 294.
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"Then the glow solid sharpening of details all about 
you,—thrusting through the illusion and dispelling it,— 
growing keener and harder day by day... the aching 
monotony intolerable,—and the hatred of sameness grown 
dismal... dread... the pain of monotony,—and you feel 
that in order to live you must decide—regardless of 
result—to shake forever from your feet the familiar dust of that place."2®

Soon after the preceding was written Hearn pursued 

an idealistic myth to the West Indies, and eventually to 

Japan. Japan at first seemed a bewitched land peopled with 

sympathetic fairies, and Hearn wrote notes of enchantment 

about the Japanese soul. However, within the next four years 

he became increasingly disillusioned with Japan and the 

Japanese people. Though he had adopted their customs and 

had acquired the respect of his students, he became more 

aware of his being a foreigner in a strange land, Among 
Japanese he could at best pass as only a "curious-looking"

21 Japanese from some remote province in the empire. His 

letters of this period reflect a loneliness, and concern 

over the future of his family. Accompanying his sense of 

being a foreigner was a growing fear that the Japan he had 

idealised was undergoing an unfavorable change. He thought 

that Western civilization was creeping in and corrupting 

the people. His concept of Japan lost its luster, and he 

longed for a return of the Japanese to more archaic and

20McWllliams, o£. clt., 194-5.
^Edward Thomas, Lafcadio Hearn, 21.
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romantic ways. In these latter days he often wrote In tones 

of personal failure and spoke of the barrenness of lives 

possessed of "the Impossible Ideal." Strangely, however, 

disillusionment In Japan, along with the pressures of sup

porting a family, seem In the last few years of his life to 

have resulted In a "flight Into reality." Work became an 

antidote to depression. Added to his full schedule of 

lecturing at Tokyo University were the labors of a literary 

nature that occupied him far Into each night. Hearn became 

a slave to the pen In an eager attempt to record as much 

Japanese lore as possible before death barred the way.

The cycle of Ideal!sm-frustration-demoralization was 

apparent not only In Hearn’s relationship with philosophies 

and places, but with people. He often attributed to new 

friends a quality of character not actually there. Hearn’s 

son said that his father was so much an Idealist that he 

"always wanted to see the beautiful in everything, and was 

so often disappointed, so often fooled and taken In by 
23 wicked people." That Hearn’s initial blindness to ob- 

jectlonal qualities In the personalities of those he ac

cepted as friends often changed to an over-critical 

censureehip Is exemplified In his relationships with the

^Anonymous, "The Mystic Dream of Lafcadlo Hearn," 
Current Literature, I (January, 1907)* 52.

^Kazuo Koizumi, Father and I; Memories of Lafcadlo 
Hearn, 8.
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oculist Dr. Gould of Philadelphia and with George Washington 

Cable, whom he learned to regard with almost paranoid sus

picion. His scrutiny of other people’s imperfections, either 

In an effort to lower them to his own stature, or In an at

tempt to find grounds to reject them before they could reject 
him. Is evidenced In his expressed dislike for "people who are 

rude or do vulgar things on purpose, such as sneezing out 

loud In public without holding their hands over their mouths.
24*What rude fellows they are! How vulgar!*" He was dis

turbed by those who "coughed very loud or made loud tramping 
25noises with their feet."

Therefore when new friends proved shy of his Idealised 

concept of them, the disappointed Hearn usually abandoned 

them abruptly. With an attitude of either they are worth

while or not worthwhile, he often judged them the latter. 
After being thus labeled, "nothing was too bitter to say or 

think of them.

Hearn's frustrations In the pursuit of Ideals tended, 

especially In the years before he went to Japan, to leave 

him in the state of despondency that resulted in some of 

his most acceptable essays. For his failure with people

^Ibld., 162.
^Loc. clt.

^Kennard, op. clt., 13•
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was usually Bitter enough to demand, a compensation for 

salvation of his ego. With a hint of masochism, he says in 

a letter to Ellwood Hendrick, "Unless somebody does or says 

something horribly mean to me, I can’t do certain kinds of 

work...." And with a rigid formula for evaluating the of

fence, he says, "The exact force of the hurt I can measure 
at the time I receive it: ’This will be over in six months’;

•This I shall have to fight for two years’; ’This will be 

remembered longer. ’

As a result of his disillusionment in people, Hearn 

turned his feelings towards objects that by their nature 

could not offend him. Whereas his wife says he disliked 

liars, abuse of the weak, and the city of New York, he was 

fond of sunsets, summer, the sea, swimming, banana trees, 

the Japanese cedar, lonely cemeteries, insects, and ghostly 
28tales. And about these and other things that could return 

no favor or retribution he wrote many of his most acceptable 

sketches.

^McWilliams, op. cit., 357•
2®Setsuko Koizumi, oj>. cit.. 84.



CHAPTER VII

ESCAPE AND COMPENSATION: PHANTASY AND LITERATURE

During Hearn's life the balloon of his ego pursued a 

dangerous course that persistently skirted disaster. That 

there were no court records, no confinements to asylums, but 

Just a few bruised associates, was probably due to an adept 

regulation of the ballast. And ballast generally consisted 

of such soft substances as rationalization and phantasy, the 

latter a product which could be turned to a profit in the 

world literary markets.

Phantasy was a cloak Hearn wore from the earliest 

years, when he was under the guardianship of Mrs. Brenane,. 

his grandaunt. Then the Greek gods which had only the depth 

of printer's ink in an encyclopaedia were transformed by a 

sensitive imagination into three-dimensional figures of real 

flesh and blood. These brave companions with marble com

plexions conquered many a fairy dell with the small dark- 

skinned child. And this normal childhood world of make- 

believe continued several months until one day the boy dis

covered ill-fitting drawers inked over the bodies of his 
classical friends.1 This was a thwarting experience, and an 

emotionally trying one. His friends had been disfigured,

McWilliams, Lafcadlo Hearn, 33-^-
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and. he was led. to believe that they were not proper company 

for a clean-minded boy. Trousers should be worn.

There was a period of emotional upset after his Greek 

friends were denied him, for not only had he been made to 

feel guilty about the affair, but not any substitute Interest 

had been offered him. If books of art were not to be avail

able, then he must turn more towards a world of phantasy of 

his own making. Consequently, with just a few cues available 

a whole series of dramas was created In his mind. There was 

the decrepit beggar who came to play the harp In front of the 

Brenane house, and whose music was so tender that the slx- 

year-old wept at first, then followed the wayfarer In his
2 dreams to the ends of Ireland. There was Cousin Jane, a 

Roman Catholic convert, who stayed In the Brenane household. 

Of her the child Hearn held a morbid fear. She was sent by 

an unkind God to terrify him. And she threatened to turn 

phantasy Into nightmare. For a period of months she was a 

threat In his waking world and the Devil In his nightly 

dreams. Her sudden and mysterious death only Increased his 

rear of her, perhaps because he felt his wishes were respon- 
3slble for her death. Then there were days of timid happi

ness spent on the green hills, sharing his world of phantasy

2Kennard, Lafcadlo Hearn, 25.
3Ibld., 29.



with cousin Robert Elwood. They would hunt fairy rings In 

the emerald grass and Invent wonderful tales of glorious 

deeds—all of which probably fell within a range of normal 

pre-adolesoent behavior.

When Hearn was sent to Ushaw at thirteen, circumstances 

beggn more to favor his withdrawal and a consequent attitude 

of unreality towards life. Then It was that a childhood 

fairyland world should have been absorbed Into a practical 

adaptation to college life. On the contrary phantasy ap

pears to have become more tenacious. After each dip Into 

reality, when sensitivities were often bruised, the necessity 

of being safe became more urgent. As phantasy had accounted 

for most of the happiness he had experienced as a child, 

regression to that state was natural. Therefore while lessons 

in mathematics were often Ignored, literature was eagerly 

absorbed for its endless escape values.There were ideas 

expressed which could absorb for days. New heroes were 

encountered, none of whom resembled the professors at Ushaw. 

Styles of writing were studied, and adolescent attempts at 

poetry were made. To a confidant, Mr. Achilles Daunt, of 

Kllcascan Castle, County Cork, Hearn one day handed the 

following note:
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Meet me at twelve at the Gothic door, 
Massive and quaint, or the days of yore; 
When the spectral forms or the mighty dead 
Glide by In the moonlight with silent tread; 
When the owl from the branch of the blasted oak 

Shrieks forth his note so wild. 
And the toad from the marsh echoes with croak 

In the moonlight soft and mild. 
When the dead In lonely vaults below 

Rise up In grim array 
And glide past with footsteps hushed and slow, 

Weird forms, unknown In day;
When the dismal death-bells clang so near. 

Sounding o’er world and lea, 
And the wall of the spirits strikes the ear 

Like the moan of the sobbing sea."

Though this companion often went on lonely walks with 

Hearn and they exchanged fantastic tales of remote times, he 

nevertheless held himself apart from Hearn, saying, "I 

believe he was slightly off his mental balance,Though 

Hearn would not have relished being labeled thus, likely 
his essential quality of "aloneness" made him retain some 

secret realms of phantasy even from his close friend. At 

any rate, this was before the accident which caused him to 

lose an eye. After this his suspicion of people grew to the 

extent that his world of phantasy was rarely entered by others. 

He would go to a secluded meadow and lie on his back, looking 

at the sky, believing In his schlzophrenic-llke state that he 
o

could "melt Into lt„ become a part of It." Then, according

6Ibld.» 47.

7Ibld., 46.

8Ibld., 42.
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to Daunt, his thoughts would turn to “knightly feats of arms, 

combats with gigantic foes in deep forests, low red moons 

throwing their dim light across desolate spaces,... storms 

howling over wastes and ghosts shrieking in the gales.

Hearn’s intense Interest in literature, coupled with 

his rich fancy, soon resulted in his rising to the head of 

his class in English writing.With his recognition of the 

status his classroom writing had brought him, Hearn was quick 

to apply material from his world of phantasy to new ends: 

creative writing that compensated for felt inadequacies in 

other phases of his life. And during his residence at St. 

Cuthbert’s he retained this supremacy in his class, accord
ing to Monsignor Corbishly, later head of the college.^

In later years the realm of phantasy to which Hearn 

was so adept in escaping played an even more prominent part 

in his being. In Cincinnati his Enquirer articles were 

highly colored and of a quite unconventional newspaper style. 

Reports of murders were a predilection for Hearn, and re

flected a bizarre style that may have served as an attention

getting device. A weird Chinese type of music became a 

momentary fascination, and ignorance of music technicalities 

did not dampen his enthusiasm, nor shorten the hours spent

9lbid., 46.
10Ibid., 45.

1:LIbid., 44.
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In the company of a Chinese laundryman. Oriental music, 

because of Its strangeness to a mind tutored In the West, 

became an adjunct to phantasy pursuits.

That Hearn did not become less withdrawn as his 

American years progressed Is evidenced In a letter to H. E.

Krehblel, written from New Orleans. In that city Hearn at 

first felt he had discovered an Ideal place to enjoy his 

world of phantasy.

But this Is a land where one can really enjoy the 
Inner life. Every one has an Inner life of his own, 
which no other eye can see, and the great secrets of 
which are never revealed, although occasionally when 
we create something beautiful, we betray a faint 
glimpse of It—sudden and brief, as of a door opening 
and shutting In the night. I suppose you live such a 
life,too—a double existence—a dual entity. Are we 
not all doppelgangers?—and Is not the Invisible the only life we really enjoy?10

Hearn here Indicated belief In a clear-cut separation 

between his Inner life and that which touched other men.

However, there Is little Indication of withdrawal to the 

state approaching simple schizophrenia. Though phantasy 

was a welcome way to frequent escape. Indications are that 

reality was never lost sight of. There was a degree of 

normalcy that permitted such things as paying the board bill, 

playing with the landlord's daughter, and keeping intelli

gent articles supplied to the Item.

12Blsland, Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn,196-7•
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During the New Orleans years Hearn's fascination for 

the city faded., but his capacity for seeing it in an unreal 

light did not. In writing to Krehbiel,Hearn often dwelled 

on the mysterious and the morbid in that city.

You may remember I described this house to you as 
haunted-looking. It is delicious, therefore, to find 
out that it is actually a haunted house. But the ghosts 
do not trouble me; I have become so much like one of 
themselves in my habits. There is one room, however, 
where no one likes to be alone; for phantom hands clap, 
and phantom feet stamp behind them.13

Later Hearn wrote to Krehblel,

And it may come to pass that I shall have stranger 
things to tell you; for this is a land of magical 
moons and of witches and of warlocks; and were I to 
tell you of all that I have seen and heard in these 
years in this enchanted City of Dreams you would verily deem me mad rather than morbid.1*

1^Loc. clt.
1ZtIbia.. 218.

Whether Hearn actually had a delusional and hallucina

tory belief in the witches and warlocks about which he so 

often wrote can not be ascertained. However, the fact that 

he wanted so desperately to believe in them is of great 

significance in itself. Writings in New Orleans had begun 

to reveal more of his inner world of phantasy. But after 

going to Japan he opened the door more often. There were 

translations from the French of Gautier and France, whom 

he could not claim, but who excited his imagination. Then

64980
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there were renditions of fantastic tales set In Japan, such 

as "The Goblin Spider," "The Old Woman Who Lost Her Dump

ling," and "Chin Chin Kobakama." With the growing market

ability of his Japanese products, Hearn’s vigor Increased, 

and his style became less florid. He had succeeded in con

verting a liability into an asset. His dream world set on 

paper had become interesting to readers around the globe. 

They liked his ghostly tales and lurid prose paintings.



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY

I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The personality of Lafcadlo Hearn, as Interpreted, 

through personal and biographical records, reveals several 

more obvious traits, which have been artlflcally Isolated 

for the purpose of presentation In this study. Possibly 

the outstanding characteristic In his personality was that 

of the feeling of Inadequacy, which may have grown out of 

childhood frustrations Involving the feeling of rejection 

by parents and society. Lack of acceptance by his guardian 

and a feeling of personal physical unattractiveness hampered 

a more normal development. The feeling of inadequacy and 

the fear of rejection may be traced throughout Hearn’s life: 

In his childhood relationships; In his reluctance towards 

business associations; In his relations with personal acquaint

ances, whom he tended to reject before they had the chance 

to reject him. The feeling of Inadequacy Is reflected directly 
in some of Hearn’s diary-type writings (not Intended for the 

public), and Is suggested Indirectly by the tone of many of 

his published essays.

Hearn became Intensely hostile towards his childhood 

guardian who, among other things, was responsible for cas-
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trating him by removing the books that supplied the sexual- 

substitute mother-figure pictures of classical goddesses. 

His hostility was transferred from his guardian to the church 

that he so closely associated with her, eventually found dis

placement against his school, and was reflected In a life

time of negativity.

Hearn’s feeling of Inadequacy may have been essentially 

a sexual one. His frustration on the anal level resulted In 

such fixations as that on the books which offered father

substitutes and mother figures. His attitude towards women 

was one of Idealization which put them beyond his reach, thus 

saving himself the possibility of the humility of rejection. 

His association of sex with evil, a carry-over from childhood 

teaching, resulted In his further avoidance of actual sexual 

experience. Sexual demands and the bitterness connected 

with them are reflected In his writings, which are replete 

with sexual symbols, usually associated with the morbid and 

the unpleasant. Sexual demands resulted in his resorting to 

a sexual phantasy world, which usually revolved around such 

objects as a photograph or the memory of a strange voice. 

Through the process of rationalization, sex was eventually 

made acceptable if clothed In aesthetics. In later life a 

more normal sexual relationship was developed by Hearn. His 

marriages to people of his own imagined low stature offered 

periods of seemingly Increased stability and literary pro

ductivity. This was especially true of his Japanese mar-
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riage, which offered the added responsibility of children.

Hearn’s maladjustments were reflected in his morbid

ity, a quality that may have served the primary purpose of 

shocking his readers into paying attention to him. In ad

dition, the Intense morbidity and preoccupation with death 

Indicate an unhealthy mental disposition which accompanied 

his often expressed wish for death. His dreams reflect not 

only this general morbidity but also his feeling of sexual 

frustration, rejection, and general Insecurity. In his feel

ing of futility he recognized no degree of success, but 

regarded It as an absolute quality which he could not achieve. 

At times he became self-assured and fought for success, but 

soon felt that his accomplishments were Inferior to those of 

others, became disillusioned, then gave up. Though his most 

disorganized periods were surely rational ones, and at the 

worst he was but to a degree neurotic, his apparently was a 

quite Inefficient mental organization.
However, the very "unusualness" of his mental orga

nization may have resulted in the creation of a recognized 

literature. His general feeling of rejection and Inadequacy 

demanded compensation, therefore converting a phantasy world 

Into something acceptable by the public. Through this process 

what was probably a very ordinary Intelligence, accompanied 

by a conscience weighed by guilt and the feeling of rejection 

was put to work In an attempt to gain recognition. Thus an 

ego was saved from disaster.
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II. LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY

According to Gordon W. Allport, "personality Is so 

complex a thing that every legitimate method must be em

ployed In Its study.Of Allport's various methods, that 

labeled "personal records" Is most often employed In this 

study. Such personal records In this case are correspondence 

and thematic writing, which have been Interpreted as they 

apply to the following aspects of Hearn's personality: The 

feeling of Inadequacy and the feeling of rejection; sexual 

behavior; morbidity, dream content, and Idealization-frus- 

tratlon-demonallzatlon; compensation through phantasy and 

rationalization.

This study 1s by necessity excluded from the abserva- 

tlon and Interpretation of results of such methods of study

ing personality as rating, standardized tests, statistical 

analysis, and others. Could such data have been added to 

that obtained from personal records, possibly the interpre

tation would have been slightly different.

An added limitation is that of level of abstraction. 

In that the level selected Is not low, and that of area 

surveyed. In that this study has attempted to deal with only 

the seemingly more outstanding aspects of Hearn's personality.

^Allport, Personality; A Psychological Interpretation, 
370
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For example, the cLlscuesion of Hearn's feelings of Inadequacy 

allows a rather full treatment of Introversion traits. Like

wise discussed are his attitudes towards aesthetic and religious 

values, Insomuch as they are connected with compensation and 

displaced hostility. Further studies of each of these, and 

more especially the religious aspects of Hearn's personality 

would be worthwhile, as religion appears to have been an 

Important motivating factor in his life. Further study could 

also be made of the Freudian symbolism evident In much of 

Hearn's writing. Such a psychoanalytic study would be war

ranted by the abundant autobiographical material replete 

with sexual suggestion.
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